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ABSTRACT
Despite a rich history of computing education in the United King-
dom and Ireland, computing educators often rely on the same pro-
cedures and teaching practices rather than embrace innovations.
Similarly, while a growing collection of literature exists on educa-
tional theory and practice in computing education, much of this
focuses on the same concepts and concerns. An aspiration is that
both these problems can be simultaneously addressed by computing
educators adopting a cycle of embracing existing literature when
devising teaching practice and then feeding their experience and
findings back to the community in a rigorous fashion. Consequently,
this panel supports computing educators by acting as advisers on
a one-on-one basis to support audience members in discovering
or devising their own cycle of teaching practice and computing
education research.
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1 SUMMARY
There is a rich and varied history of computing science education
in the United Kingdom and Ireland [2]. Early interest in the po-
tential for computing science is evident in terms of investment
in projects, such as the BBC Micro, by various governments that
have ensured an early base in computing education [1]. However,
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despite decades of interest and teaching of computing, both in the
United Kingdom and Ireland but also around the world, computing
educators continually utilise the same practices and approaches.
Lectures as a teaching practice are as popular today as they have
ever been, despite a wealth of different practices and approaches
for educators to choose from [6].
Consequently, there is an increasing collection of research in
terms of motivating the use of educational innovations by comput-
ing educators [10]. Nevertheless, it is still not fully understood why
computing educators favour some teaching practices over others
[8]. The reasons why computing educators persist or desist with
specific pedagogical practices is complex, but often strong student
performance is sufficient motivation for educators to continue us-
ing a teaching practice [5]. However, computing educators making
distinct and not repeated use of teaching practices will generally
lead to poorer results as learners have insufficient experience with
such practices when compared to more established methods [7].
Computing educators should make use of the growing body of
literature not only to utilise successful teaching practices but also to
ensure the practices have meaningful benefit for learners. However,
while many different theories can underpin computing education,
a few are the focus of many computing educators and these are in
areas such as student attitudes, misconceptions and learning styles
[9]. While there is a long history of debating what computing educa-
tors should know when embarking on computing education [4], the
challenge for educators is to continually refresh teaching practice
where appropriate and share experience of applying practice with
others.
Computing educators need to discover or devise a personal cycle,
embracing the body of literature on computing education but also
contributing back to that same literature. The specific structure of
that cycle will depend on the individual computing educator, as
context is incredibly important [3].
Consequently, this panel brings together a diverse group of com-
puting educators to not only consider, reflect and share their own
personal cycles, but also to support others in discovering or devis-
ing their own. The aim of the panel is to act as individual advisers
to interested audience members in discovering and devising their
cycle.
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2 PANEL STRUCTURE
The panel session follows the conference Keynote on the same topic.
The panel session will begin by introducing the panel members
and asking them to briefly outline their context and reflection on
their own cycle of teaching and computing education research. The
panel members will then be allocated to individual virtual spaces
using the conference platform and attendees will be advised to join
the room of the panelist they are interested in engaging with about
their cycle. Attendees will be advised that working with the panelist
may be one-on-one or in groups depending on demand. The session
will then conclude with the panel reconvening and sharing some
of their thoughts on the experience of the session.
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the School of Computing Science at the University of Glasgow.
Director of the Centre for Computing Science Education with 18
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of the College of Science and Engineering and College of Social
Sciences within the University of Glasgow. His research centres
on computer science education, with further interest in the use
of technology to enhance face-to-face teaching and learning envi-
ronments. He is involved in the development of school curricula
for computer science, having contributed to the new Curriculum
for Excellence in Scotland, as well as initiatives further afield in
England and internationally. He has received awards for learning
and teaching excellence, and is committed to engaging students
deeply with their studies at all levels, drawing on his own and other
research into psychological aspects of learning and technology in
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studies include a Master in Education at the University of Roe-
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Joseph Maguire is an Associate Professor in Computing Science
within the School of Computing Science at the University of Glas-
gow working at the intersection of security, privacy and educa-
tion. Member of the Centre for Computing Science Education and
previously visiting researcher at the Centre of Advanced Security
Research in the Technische Universität Darmstadt. He is interested
in the theory and application of computing systems as well as their
impact on individuals and society in terms of security, privacy and
education. He has made contributions to several leading national
and international venues, both in security and education, including
CEP, LASER, UKICER, ICER, STAST, CHI as well as EuroS&P. He
is committed to supporting colleagues and students in achieving
their best work, having served as General and Programme Chair for
the United Kingdom and Ireland Computing Education Research
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Fiona McNeill is a Reader in Computing Education at the University
of Edinburgh. Her main research interests are in access to and expe-
rience of computing education at all levels. She also does research
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Leo Porter is an Associate Teaching Professor in the CSE Depart-
ment at UC San Diego. His research interests include Peer Instruc-
tion (PI), predicting student outcomes, faculty adoption, and con-
cept inventories. He’s known for his work studying the PI pedagogy
and for his recent work developing a Concept Inventory for Basic
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in teaching, he co-founded the annual “New Computer Science Fac-
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